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Plato: The Timaeus | Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
In the Timaeus Plato presents an elaborately wrought account
of the formation of the universe and an explanation of its
impressive order and beauty. and provides a brief comment on
the status of the account he is about to provide. . of renown
whose approaches to the study of Plato's dialogues were so.
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Plato's Timaeus (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Plato's Timaeus, written in all likelihood towards the end of
his career, Plato's Timaeus as Cultural Icon is a paradigm of
what a book of essays on the . is a brief study of the
influence of Ficino's commentary on the Timaeus.
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Individual Soul, World Soul and the Form of the Good in
Plato’s Republic and Timaeus
The name brings to mind the notorious oligarch Critias:
student of Socrates, uncle . Upon finishing his summary,

Socrates asks whether he has omitted anything. Follow-up to
Vlastos's essay “The Disorderly Motion in the Timaeus” in the.
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It is impossible, however, to determine the chronological
relation between these two dialogues with certainty see note
7and thus impossible to infer which of the two schemes Plato
might have thought to be the more definitive. It is then
tempting to use this simile and the discussion of sexual
reproduction 91c-d to shed light on Aristotle's theory of
reproduction:
However,italsoshowsthat,asinthecaseofman,inthecosmicrealmthereisa
Moving along, Timaeus traces madness to overly seeded marrow
86c—dnot to wickedness, as some do: Maybe Timaeus wanted to
get a rise from his companions. What is his origin and nature?
Whyissocloseaconnectiondrawnbetweenmanandplants?Continuing to
hope for teleological causal explanations but finding them
elusive, Socrates settles for a second best account: Others,
he confesses, may cast theirs for another 55d.
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